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PR helped us
to drive

signatures in
two ways:

Indirectly, by
generating

awareness of
the ECI

amongst EU
citizens

Directly, by
activating EU

citizens to
sign the ECI



Key Message 1 

Key Message 1:

Most of the people who make our
clothes do not make a living wage.
These workers, mostly women, earn on
average 45% less than they need to
provide for themselves and their
families. Despite working gruelling
hours, most struggle to put healthy food
on the table, live in adequate housing,
access healthcare, or even to send their
children to school.

Soundbite:

Global textile workers remain trapped
in poverty, while big fashion companies
continue to profit from their hard work.

Proof point:

WageIndicator Foundation and The
Industry We Want have launched the
Industry Wage Gap Metric. The metric
shows the average percentage gap
between minimum wages and the living
wages. In major garment producing
countries, this gap is 49%. Countries
selected were Honduras, Turkey,
Bangladesh, Romania, Morocco, Pakistan,
India, Cambodia, Vietnam, Mexico,
Tunisia, China and Indonesia



Key Message 2

Key Message 2:

A living wage is enough for workers to
live on: covering their own basic needs,
as well as their family’s, including
housing, food, healthcare, education,
transport, clothing and some savings. A
living wage is not the same as a
minimum wage.  In most garment
producing countries, legal minimum
wages are not nearly enough to live on.
Earning a living wage would enable
millions of workers to move out of
poverty

Soundbite:

A living wage is not a luxury, it is a
fundamental  human right.

Proof point:

Living wages have been defined as a
human right in Article 23 of the UN’s
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 

https://www.un.org/en/about-us/universal-declaration-of-human-rights
https://www.un.org/en/about-us/universal-declaration-of-human-rights


Key Message 3

Key Message 3:

For too long, brands have promised to
do the right thing. They mostly haven’t.
We cannot wait any longer for voluntary
measures. As EU citizens, we have the
power to change this and give garment
workers a decent pay for their hard
day’s work. For real, industry wide
change, fashion companies need to be
held accountable

Soundbite:

We need laws to protect the right to fair
pay in the global fashion industry.

Proof point:

In 2019, the Clean Clothes Campaign
asked 20 major brands about their
progress in implementing a living wage
for the workers who produce their
clothes. The research shows that no
major clothing brand was able to show
that workers making their clothing in
Asia, Africa, Central America or Eastern
Europe were paid a living wage –
although 85% said they were committed.



Key Message 4

Key Message 4:

Our ECI demands laws on living wages
for the people who make our clothes.
The year-long campaign needs at least
one million signatures from EU citizens
to call on the European Commission to
introduce laws on this important issue.
As the largest importer of clothes in the
world , the EU must address this unfair
and exploitative model.

People can sign our citizens’ initiative at
goodclothesfairpay.eu.

Soundbite:

We demand fair pay for the people who
make our clothes. 

Proof point:

ECIs enable participatory democracy in the EU, by
calling directly on the European Commission to
propose legislation. It takes 1 million signatures from
citizens from at least one quarter of the member
states (7 countries). 

The World Trade Statistical Review 2021 of the
World Trade Organization describes the EU as the
world’s largest importer of clothing and textiles.

According to Statista, over 260 billion euro in
consumer fashion sales are expected in 2022 in the
EU.

https://citizens-initiative.eu/about-us/
https://www.wto.org/english/res_e/statis_e/wts2020_e/wts2020_e.pdf
https://de.statista.com/outlook/cmo/bekleidung/eu-27


Story Angles

After the campaign kickoff, an ongoing PR rhythm needs to be set for twelve
months to maintain the campaign’s momentum. It is very helpful to look ahead
and identify a few story angles to pitch to the media throughout the year.

Some of these PR opportunities can be planned well in advance and coincide with
the campaign’s social media calendar – so PR can amplify the social media
campaign. Other opportunities have an ad-hoc character and depend on
campaign developments and what’s in the news.

PR opportunities are included in the PR calendar. Also, the PR toolkit contains
several concrete pitches you can use to call journalists.



PR AND EVENT CALENDAR 



Story angle:  
ECI campaign
launch



The Global Fashion Revolution Team provided two press
releases to support the launch of the ECI campaign – one for
news and current affairs media, and one aimed at fashion and
lifestyle media.

The story pitch is about

economic inequality and power imbalances within the
industry
why legislation on living wages is necessary
the role of the EU and its citizens in bringing about industry
change. 

Media pitch will be supported by recent data on the situation in
the global garment industry to create urgency.

Media
approach



Story angle:  
Campaign
milestones



Send a campaign update email to selected influencers and
activist media when x % of the overall number of required
signatures have been collected. 

The message is: “X have already signed. Y signatures needed to
secure fair pay laws for global garment workers”, accompanied
by campaign design assets influencers can use. 

The Global Team will advise on timing and content at a later
point in the campaign.

Media
Approach



Story angle:  
Rapid response
to news stories



Media
Approach

‘News hijacking’: identify relevant news
stories as they break or unfold and have a
credible subject matter expert provide
commentary. This can be done by sending a
letter to the editor, an op-ed, or calling a
journalist and offering the spokesperson for
commentary on stories about: economic
inequality, women’s rights, working conditions
in global supply chains, etc.





Story angle:  
Event with
policy makers



Media
Approach

We hosted a Fair Fashion EU Parliament
event for MEPs about the Good Clothes,
Fair Pay campaign demands in
collaboration with MEP Delara Burkhardt
MEP and MEP Saskia Bricmont. The Panel
was a conversation between affected
stakeholders in fashion supply chains and
policy makers. 

Afterwards we staged a stunt outside
European Parliament





How did you
overcome the
challenges that
occurred while
implementing your
communication
strategy?





If you could go
back, what would
you have changed
about your
communication
strategy?



What are some tips
you would give to
current and future
organisers in
communicating their
ECI?



Thank you! 
Any questions?


